
 

 

 

FSL Cluster Meeting 21 August 2019 
 

Agenda 

1. Community Communication and Engagement (CCE) Presentation – INTERNEWS - Samuel -

25mins 

2. Farm machinery for small holders farmers in South Sudan - DOSHI Motors-Isaac - 25 mins 

3. Feedback on the Country Cluster Performance Monitoring survey FSLC – Ntando – 25 mins 

4. AOB 

 

Main discussion points 

Community Communication and Engagement (CCE) Presentation 

 The presentations highlighted the goal of the CCE which are ensuring communities can provide 

feedback to relevant decision makers on their issues and concerns, improve communities’ 

access to information about how and why relief is delivered, and the support that is available to 

them and to close the information loop, by informing affected communities about how their 

feedback has been used to address concerns and unmet needs.  

 The presentations also showed the current CCE activities such as Boda Talk Talk, CCE training, 

among others. 

 Presentation available here. 

 

Farm machinery for small holders farmers in South Sudan 

 DOSHI Motors presentations captured the different services and products that they offer which 

include but not limited to Smart Farm Machinery that are for the first time available in such 

Sudan,  4*4 sepecial Vehicles, Off Road Motorcycles, Uni/Metal Huts, TVs2/3 Vhicles, Quick 

Biker, Spare parts, Gun UINE spare parts , Tyers and Batteries. 

The presenter also mentioned the different after purchase services that DOSHi does such as 

trainings and others. 

The presenter invited interested partners to their business place to the showroom where they 

can see lively how the smart Farm Machinery works. 

 Presentation available here. 

Feedback on the Country Cluster Performance Monitoring survey FSLC  

https://fscluster.org/south-sudan-rep/document/community-communications-and-engagement
https://fscluster.org/south-sudan-rep/document/doshi-motors-mega-t-power-tiller


 

 Overall 67 National NGOs, 42 International NGOs, 3 UN agencies and One donor participated in 

the CCPM. The general rate of the core function was good with function one of supporting 

services Delivery rated as good while function two coordination and function three cluster 

responses planning as satisfactory. The cluster was given an overall rate of good on function 

four M &E and function seven AAP. At the same time function five of building national capacity 

and function six on PSC advocacy was rated as satisfactory as well. 

 Presentation available here. 

 

Announcements (IPC, SSHF, HNO, LEGS training Prioritization ) + AOB - FSLC-Ntando, Viola-15 mins 

 IPC- the kicked off on 21 in rumbek  

 SSHF is ongoing. Currently still doing partners review of comments. In addition, SSHF partners 

were asked to stay behind after the meeting to address any comments or issues that they did 

not understand. 

  HNO: the process has started and currently on the sectorial need analysis. 

https://fscluster.org/south-sudan-rep/document/fslc-meeting-feedback-ccpm

